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Magnetic field measurements have been performed on 
prototype and production magnets from two high gradient 
superconducting 
quadmpolc with s 

uad~poles dcstgns. One design is a double shell 
6 strand Rudtctford cable. The other design is a 

single shell quadmpolc with 5 individually insulated monolithic 
strands connected in series. These magnets have similar bore 
diameters and cable dimensions. However, there are significant 
diffctcnccs between the two designs! as well as differences between 
prototype and production magnets wthin each design, with regard to 
Cu to superconductor ratio, filament diameter and tilamcnt spacing 
to strand diameter. Tbe time dependence at fixed currents of the 
mea.swed magnetic ticlds is discussed. 

Two high gradient superconducting quadropolcs designs were 
built and tested for the Tcvatron Low Beta DO/B0 insertion’. 
Measurements of time dependent magnetic ticlds at fixed excitation 
currents were included in the evaluation of some of the production 
magnets as well as one of the prototype magnets. These tests were 
patterned after previously reported 2 studies perfomxd on Tcvatron 
dipole magnets. In these studies it was observed that magnetic field 
decays wen a mixture of linear and non-linear components in log(t) 
and this dependence was a function of the current excitation history. 
The log(t) nature of the decay is indicative of “flux creep”, but 
contributions from other processes could not be ruled out. In this 
paper we present evidence for log(t) and exponential time decays in 
thcsc quadmpolc magnets. 

A complete description of each of the two magnet designs has 
been reponcd elsewhere 3.4.5. Both magnet designs have cold iron, 
aluminum collars and a 1.54 cm aperture. One design is a Z-shell 
cos(Z-theta) quadmpolc with 36 strand NbTi Rutherford style cable. 
The strand consist of 612 filaments of 13 micron diameter and has a 
Culsuperconductor ratio of IS/l. These Z-shell quadrupolcs were 
built in four magnetic lengths to satisfy the Low Beta Insertion lattice 
requirements. The field gradient is 1.41 T/cm at the maximum 
operating currettt of 4832 A. The other design is a l-shell cos(Z 
theta) quadrupolc with a 61 cm magnetic length. The coil has a 
geometry similar to the Z-shell magnet inner coil but the cable 
consists of five monolithic strands individually wrapped in 
kapton. The strands zwc connected in series thus producing a high 
gradient magna with modest cumntrcquircmcnts (.582T/cm at the 
maximum operating current of IOM) amps). A I-shell prototype was 
built with the same coil geometry as the l-shell production magnets 
but with significantly different strands parameters. For example the 
production strands consists of 612 NbTi filaments of 44 micron 
diameter while the prototype has 2120 NbTi filaments with a 
diameter of 20 microns. The prototype also has a much larger 
Wsuperconductor ratio (1.8 vs 1.5) and consequently a larger 
filament spacing/diameter. 

Definition of Field Harmonics 

The magnetic field can be described by the following definition: 

Bx - i By = c (An-iBc) * ((x + iy)/Rg)” 
d 

Manuscript received September 24.1990. 

An and B. are the skew and normal coefficients and Ro is the 
rcfcrcnce radius chosen to be 2.54 cm (I inch) for the Tcvauon. 
These cocfficicnls have units of Gauss evaluated at the reference 
radius Ro. For the purpose of these tests the x and y directions are 
chosen so that the skew quaintpole term is rcro for non-zero 
transport cwreots. This intrcduccs a two-fold ambiguity due to the 
two-fold cwrcnt symmetry. For a perfectly constntctcd quadrupolc. 
the skew terms vanish and only normal terms with n = 4M + I 
(M=O,l,Z..) WI exist. Thus the first allowed harmonic for a 
quadmpolc is the duodccapolc (~5). For fields due to non-zero 
transport currents, it is customary to express the magnedc field 
coefficients as IO” times the ratio of the multi ale field at tic 
reference radius. 2.54 cm. to the quadrupolc tic1 B gradlent. These 
“normalized” coefficients arc denoted by the symbols cc, bc for 
skew and normal cocffxiena respcctivcly. 

Details 

Test 

Magnets were tested in the 2.4 m vertical liquid helium dewar 
located in Ihc Superconducting Magnet R&D facility at Fermilab. Tbc 
dcwar is instrumented with pressun transducers and liquid helium 
level gages. The shell of each magnet was instmmcntcd with Carbon 
thermometers which wcn calibrated to better than 10 mK. Current 
was supplied by a Transrex 500.5 power supply. The current was 
monitored through a IO pohm precision shunt. Cryogenic and 
quench data were collected with a CAMAC data acquisition syslcm 
patterned after the system used in the Fermilab Magnet Test facility’s 
Magnetic mcasurcments were performed with 46 cm long multiple 
winding Morgan coil inserted mm an anti-cryostat which , in turn, 
was icsencd into the bon of the magnet. The anti-cryostat consists of 
two concenttic sccmless stainless steel shells. ll~c space in between 
the two shells was filled with superinsulation. The Morgan coil was 
rotated at approximately 6 Hz. and the resultant voltages were 
processed by a V/F based magnetic measuring system 9. 

Magnets were tested using two types of current excitation 
cycles. In all cases. the magnet was quenched prior to the test cycle 
to remove any remnant fields due to penistent currents 

In the first cycle, magnet was ramped in a sawtooth pattern 
several times at a fixed ramp rate. On the last up-ramp. the ramp was 
stopped at 300 amps and was held at this current for 500-1600 sec. 
The final ramp was then completed at the previous ramp rate. 
Harmonics data were recorded during the last two ramps including 
the period of constant current. This cycle simulates an injection front 
porch lie the one uscd for Tcvatmn collider operation. 

The second cycle was designed to study the remnant magnetic 
fields. The magnets arc fmt ramped in a sawtooth pattern several 
times at a fixed ramp rate. Harmonics data were recorded on the final 
ramp as well as 900-1800 seconds after the magnet reaches zero 
C”llCtt1. 

Because of the possible sensitivity of time dependent magnetic 
fields to fluctuations in temperature and txansport current, care was 
taken to monitor these pararnctcrs during each magnet tests. Helium 
bath tempcratttre, as well as dewar ptzssurc were recorded in 60-120 
second intervals bcforc. during and after the ramp c@e. Ihe magnet 
temperature varied by less than 10 mK over c typical IWO second 
run. Transport current was measured in coincidence with every 
magnetic mcasorcment. During a typical 25 A/s ramp to a 300 amp 
constant current. there was no detectable current overshoot. The 
transformation from up-ramp to constant cumnt occurred in l-2 



2 
seconds and had the shape of a parabolic rolloff. The average point to 
point scatter at constant current was less than 100 mA. Long term 
current drift owr 500 seconds was less than 200 mA. During 
nmnant field studies no detectable current overshoot. point to point 
scatter or cutrent drift was observed. 

A 60 cm Z-shell quadrupole was tested using the 3W amp 
“injection” cycle. The ramp rate was 5OAls and the maximum 
sawtooth cmnt was 2000 amps. Six ramps were executed prior to 
the final ramp containing a 1800 second period of constant current. 
Figure 1 shows bS YS current in the region of 3M1 amps for the sixth 
ramp and the final tamp with the period of constant current. As the 
current approached 300 amps, bS became more positive with respect 
to the previous b5 YS current hysteresis curve. This bS drift continued 
while the cunent remained constant. When the up-ramp was 
continued, b5 rejoined the previous bg cutve after approximately IO0 
amps (2 seconds). Tbc time dependence of bj during the period of 
constant current is shown in tigure 2 where t=O. We observed a 
monotonic incrcasc in by that appmximates log(t) behavior. 
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Figure 1. Notmalized 12 pole (b5) as a function of curtent near 300 
amps for Z-shell quadmpoles during an “injector” style ramp cycle. 
The final ramp cycle during the 1800 set wait period exhibits time 
dependent b5 changes compared to the pnvious unintenuptcd cycle. 
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Figure 2. Normalized 12 pole (bs ) as a function of time. t=O is 
defined as the beginning of the 1800 set period of 300 amp cumnt. 

Tests were also performed using the remnant field cycle. The 
maximum sawtooth current was 4800 amps. We recorded the 
harmonics data during the sixth (final) sawtooth tamp and during the 
fust 1800 seconds after the magnet reached zero current. Figure 3 
shows Bg and B9 as a function of log(t) where t=O is defined as the 
beginning of zero current. Again the decay of B5 and B9 
approximates log(t) behavior. However, in both tests the magnetic 
field time dependence is inconsistent with a simple log(t) 
dependence. 
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Figure 3. Remnant 12 pole (B5 ) and 20 pole (B9) as a function of 
time. t=O. is defined P.S the time when the transpon current reaches 
zero current. 

Bodt injection cycle and remnant field cycles were recorded on 
one prototype and one production magnet. For the injection cycle 
tests, the magnets are ramped four times to a maximum current of 
1500 amps, prior to the foal ramp containing B 500 second period of 
e~nm.nt ~~rrettt at 300 amps. Figure 4 shows b5 YS current near 300 
amps for the pmducdon and the prototype magnet. The ramp rate for 
this cycle was 25 A/s. The shape of the observed deviations of h5 
from the nominal bS hysteresis curve are very different than those 
ohsetvcd on the Z-shell magnet. 
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Figure 4. Nomxilized 12 pole (bs ) as a function of current near 300 
amps for a) production b) prototype I-shell quadtupoles during 
2SAls “injector” style ramp cycle. The final tamp cycle with the 1800 
sec. wait period exhibits time dependent hS changes compared to the 
ptcvious unintetmpted cycle. 



The time dcpcndence of this 12.pole deviation for the protot e 
magnet is shown in figure 5. The B5 contribution from the ast P 
uninterrupted ramp cycle is subtracted from the measured B5 from 
the cycle with the 500 second period of constant current. and the 
resultant distribution is plotted as a function of time. Figure 5a shows 
the B5 difference at the beginning of the “wait period” and Figure 5h 
shows BS at die beginning of the up-ramp for the ptutotypc magnets. 
Bj increased in approximately 1 second followed by a decay wilh a 
time constant of a proximately 3 seconds. Then B5 increased 
logarithmfcally wht c the current remained constant. When the up- .? 
ramp was started, B5 decreased suddenly to a value below the 
unitemtpted hysteresis curve, and then rejoins the hysteresis curve 
with a time constant of approximately 3 seconds. The magnitude of 
this second cxpottentie.l decay is appmximately twice of that observed 
at the begbting of the wait period. In other studies, the magnitude of 
both exponential decays increased with increasing ramp rate. A 
similar but much smaller effect was observed on the production 
mag”et. 
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Figure 5. Difference of B5 ( due to ramp cycle with wait period of 
500 seconds at 300 amperes ) and B5 ( due to uninterrupted ramp 
cycle ) as a function of tune. B5 difference at the (a) begining (b) end 
of wait period 

3 For the ~cmnant field studies, magnets were mm cd in a 
sttwtootb fashion three times to a maximum current of 15 lo amps. 
Figure 6a shows the quadrupolc (Bt), 12- le (B5) and ZO-pole 
(B9) for the prototype magnet at 25Als. Eat r curve is tit to the sum 
of a co”sta”t. a lo (t) and art expancntird decay. The fil paratt~tcn 
are shown in Tab c 1. Each harmonic shows an exponential decay f 
with approximately the sttmc time constant. Figure 6b shows the 
remnant 85 as a function of time ttt different ramp rates. Tote 
exponential time ccmstants arc independent of ramp rate, and the 
amplitude of the decay is proportional to the ramp rate. For the 
prcduction magnet data. tests were perforttxd at 6A/s only. No 
uponcntitd decay was ohswved. 
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Figure 6. Remnant fields as a function of time, where t=O is delined 
as the time when the ~nspott field teaches zero current.a) Prototype 
5.shell Qttadntpolc (Bt ). 12 pole (B5) and 20 pole (B9) for 2%4/s 
ramp cycle. b)Prototype (Bj) for 6a/s.l2a/s and 25a/s. and 
production magnet (B5) for 6Als. Superimposed wer each 
disnibudort is a ftt of the form A0 + Al*cxp(-UA2) + A3*ln(t). 

Fit parameters for Remnant fields as a function of time: B. = Ag + At*exp(t/Az) + A+(t) 

y&w- 4.2 +?I 1 -7.5 +%6 4.12 .3 
B9 ix 

-.12$ .02 
.08 +/- .05 A.22 +t- .I 4.0 +/- 3.0 -.Ol +/- .Ol 

B5 2.4 +I- .02 -1.7 +/- .I 3.3 +/- .02 -.06 +/-.Ol 
IZALS 2.6 +/- .02 -0.9 +/- .I 3.2 +I- .03 -.05/ +-.Ol 
6Als 2.6 +I- .02 -0.4 +I- .I 3.5 +I- .I -.04/ +-.Ol 

Ail 
.02 +/-ml 
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Time dependent magnetic fields have been observed in high 
gradient quadrupoles for the Tevatton Low Beta project. The Z-shell 

?l t 
uadrupolcs exhibit behavior reminiscent of Tevatron dipoles. For 
e measured allowed harmonics at constant currents, we observed 

char& in magnetic field that approximate log(t). The magnets rejoin 
the hysteresis curve shortly after the ramp cycle is continued. The I- 
shell magnets also show evidence for log(t) behavior. Additionally. 
we observed other time dependent behavior associated wilh changing 
the transport current from a constant ramp rate to constant current. 
and from constant current to constant ramp rate. Within I second of 
the ramp rate change, there is a sudden change in BS, followed by an 
exponential decay. This effect is more pronounced in the l-shell 
prototype which has a larger CulSc ratio and larger filament 
spacing/diameter. The level of the change is proportional to ramp rate 
and the subsequent decay has an approximately a 3 second decay 
constant for the prototype. This time cotwant is are comparable for 
all mmp rates and for all measured allowed harmonics. This suggests 
that these exponential ftcld decays are generated by Eddy currents 
which are coupled to the transport current magnetic tield. However 
he existence of Eddy currenta does not adequately explain the sign of 
the remnant field quadrupole decay which increases in sign after the 
transport current is stopped. It also does not explain the observed 
sudden change in B5 before the 3 second exponential decay. Further 
studies on these magnet designs are needed to fully understand these 
phenomena. 

We would like to thank the Fermilab Technical Support 
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